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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The biological membrane

M
embranes are a basic structural element of the cell. In living cells,

membranes serve several related yet distinct functions. In the first

place they form a protective barrier between intra- and extra- cellular

space, thus forming the limiting boundary of the cell. Second, intracellu-

lar membranes also compartimentalize eukaryotic cells into organelles.1

Membranes are semi-permeable, meaning that they form selective barriers.2

Water can pass the membrane (osmosis). Ions and small molecules like

glucose require special carrier- or channel proteins that transport them

across the membrane. Transport of proteins, for example, often requires

incorporation into vesicles, which enter the cell (endocytosis) or leave the

cell (exocytosis).1 It is only because membranes form such selective barri-

ers that cells are able to self regulate processes by changing their internal

compositions in response to changes of environmental conditions (life).3

The consideration of only the structural role of membranes, however,

overshadows their true nature: membranes are active surfaces. This func-

tion as an active surface is determined by the lipids, proteins and other

molecules which are either embedded in or localized on the membrane.

In fact, the interactions at the membrane interface determine the evolu-

tion of many biological processes.4 Furthermore, the lipids themselves,

which are the individual building blocks of the membrane, have a func-

tional role in many biological processes. For example, it is believed that
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the working mechanism of general anesthetics in medicine involves a

change in the response of lipids on signals.5, 6 This means that the indi-

vidual lipids play an important role in processes such as cell signaling.

Moreover, many processes critical to life such as liposome fusion and the

formation of membrane tubules and channels even happen in protein-

free membranes. This highlights the fact that lipids are not just building

blocks of membranes, but they play a crucial role in the functionality of

the membrane as an active surface.

Lipids are so-called amphiphilic molecules (The Greek prefix ’amphi’

means ’of both kinds’ and ’philos’ means friend) which have both a hy-

drophilic (’liking water’) and a hydrophobic (’disliking water’) part. As

shown in the inset of figure 1.1 typical membrane lipids, such as phos-

pholipids, consist of a polar head and two non-polar hydrocarbon tails.

The polarity of the hydrophilic head often results from a negatively charged

phosphate group, which is connected to another polar group, such as a

positively charged amine group in the case of phosphatidylcholines. In

an aqueous solution environment, amphiphilic molecules spontaneously

arrange themselves into clusters in such a way that the hydrophilic parts

are exposed towater, thus shielding their hydrophobic parts.7 Depending

on the specific nature of both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic part, this

aggregation can lead to a variety of phases, including micelles, bicells or

lamellar membranes.

1.2 Lipid domains

1.2.1 Ordered and disordered lamellar phases

Before the 1970’s it was generally assumed that phospholipids and mem-

brane proteins were randomly distributed in cell membranes, according

to the Singer-Nicolson fluid mosaic model.8 The existence of membrane

microdomains, i.e. a non-homogeneous cell membrane, was first postu-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of a membrane in a living cell. The membrane in

a cell consist of a variety of lipids, cholesterol, sugars, peptides and proteins. The

main building block of the membrane c.q bilayer are phospholipids. Picture copied from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Cell membrane detailed diagram 4.svg

lated by Stier et al. and Klausner et al.9, 10 At present, it has been demon-

strated that the phase behavior and the corresponding phase separation

of lipids is of significant importance for membrane function. Lipids ex-

hibit distinct static and dynamic structural organizations on amicroscopic

scale. In the biological membranes the liquid crystalline phase is consid-

ered to be the most abundant phase. Liquid crystals are substances that

exhibit a phase whose properties are between those of a conventional

liquid and those of a solid crystal. Possible liquid crystalline phases of

lipids in the membrane are the liquid disordered (Ld) and the liquid or-

dered phase (Lo). The former is characterised by disordered packing of

the lipid tails in the monolayer, the latter has an increased order of the
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lipid tails. Lipids can also exhibit a different ordered phase: the gel phase

(Lβ). An important distinction between lipids in the Lo or Lβ phase is the

difference in the lateral diffusion of the lipids. In the gel phase, the lat-

eral diffusion of lipids is around one hundred times smaller than in the

Lo phase.
11–14 The presence of the gel or liquid ordered phase in the mem-

brane is closely linked to the formation of lipid gel domains (phase sep-

aration). Recently, lipid domains have been the focus of much attention.

In both biological and model membranes at physiological temperatures,

Lo or Lβ and Ld phases coexist. Whether Lo or Lβ domains are formed de-

pends on the lipid composition of the membrane and temperature. Such

ordered lipid domains represent areas of the membrane where the lateral

diffusion of molecules is restricted. Thus, biologically important in-plane

reactions are strongly slowed down. Such reactions may still take place,

however, in the Ld regions of the membrane. The equilibrium distribu-

tion and reaction rates may be significantly affected by the connective-

ness and percolation of the ordered and liquid crystalline phases.

1.2.2 Rafts

The existence of a lipid raft, a specific liquid ordered domain consisting

mainly of cholesterol and sphingolipids, was first demonstrated by Estep

et al. in model membranes.15 Moreover, evidence for the existence of lipid

rafts in real cell membranes was also obtained.16 In model membranes

composed of amixture of cholesterol, sphingo- and phospolipids, specific

compositions phase-separate into distinct ordered and disordered liquid

phases. Here, the raft domain, which forms the Lo phase, is depleted of

phospolipids which in turn mainly populate the Ld phase. According to

a recent definition 17, rafts are small (10 - 200 nm), heterogenous, highly

dynamic, sterol- and sphingolipid-enriched domains that compartmen-

talize cellular processes. Rafts have been implicated in a number of bio-

logical processes and systems. These include molecular trafficking (e.g.

transport of cholesterol), cell signaling, as well as the function of the im-
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mune, vascular, digestive and reproductive systems. Presently, however,

despite their fundamental role in cell biology, and although many pro-

cesses in the cell have already been assigned to be based on the existence

of lipid rafts, the true nature of lipid rafts remains unclear at the molec-

ular level. Due to their small size and dynamic nature in the cell, they

are inherently difficult to characterize by experimental techniques. This

might explain why there is still an ongoing controversial debate about

their existence in the cell membrane. In chapter 5 of this thesis, the re-

sults of molecular dynamics simulations on the spontaneous formation

of the lipid raft domain will be presented.

1.2.3 Physics of domains

What are the driving forces of domain formation? The carbon tails of the

lipids in a lipid domain are in a more ordered and close packed state than

the tails of the surrounding lipids, therefore entropy is lost. However, be-

cause a spontaneous process such as domain formation always tends to

lower the free energy of the system, it means that domain formation c.q.

phase separation is an ethalpically driven process. These enthalpic gains

during phase separation result from an increase in favorable lipid-lipid

interactions, which are related to their specific molecular structure. Al-

though the relations between molecular structures and interactions are

very complex, often lipids possessing a similar structure form a domain

together: ”Like likes like.”

Figure 1.2 schematically illustrates the formation of a domain in a bi-

nary mixture. Here domain formation maximizes the amount of favor-

able interactions. However, lipids at the interface of a domain pay an

energetic price due to line tension. Overall the energetic gain of forming

a domain scale with the area of the domain while the energetic costs scale

with the length of the perimeter of the domain. As for a small domain, the

perimeter is relatively large compared to the area, the domain needs to
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Figure 1.2: Cartoon showing phase separation c.q domain formation between a mixture of two

different lipid species (binary mixture). Lipids having the same color are ”liking” each other

while different colored lipids are ”dis-liking” each other. Also the lipids directly located at the

interface pay a small energetic price.

reach a critical size before it becomes energetically stable. Moreover, fig-

ure 1.2 also shows coupling between the domains in the two monolayer

leaflets, because both domains are located on top of each other. If this

coupling between the domains would not be present, a local asymmetry

in lateral density over the monolayers would occur which would result

in a (local) surface tension. Therefore coupling across domains over the

monolayers also contributes to minimizing the free energy.

In addition, membrane curvature can induce the occurrence of non-

uniform lipid distributions in a membrane. Due to specific geometrical

relations between the structure of the headgroups and the tails for differ-

ent lipid types, the preference for a certain membrane curvature differs.

Some lipids possess a so-called negative spontaneous curvature favor-

ing inverted phases, e.g. inverted micelles, while others possess a posi-
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tive spontaneous curvature favoring non-inverted phases, e.g. micelles.

Therefore differences in distributions of lipids possessing a certain spon-

taneous curvature might occur locally in the membrane for example in a

vesicle or at the edge of a bicelle or hydrophilic pore.

1.3 Molecular dynamics

1.3.1 Equations of motion

On the relevant nano-scale, little is known about the detailed mecha-

nisms of phase transitions in lipid bilayers. Experimentally phase-separa-

tions can be directly observed using fluorescencemicroscopy techniques.18–21

These techniques can provide information only up to the micrometer

length scale and second time scale. However, characteristic properties

that are of great interest like the structural nature of the domain interface,

local compositions, fluctuations, exchange rates, critical domain sizes, lo-

cal diffusion etc. take place on the nano-scale and are beyond the resolu-

tion of experimental techniques. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

can provide such details and thus are a useful tool.

In molecular dynamics, Newton’s equations of motion,

mi
d2

ri(t)

dt2
= Fi(r1 . . . rN), (1.1)

are iteratively solved in small time steps to calculate atomic trajectories

in space as a function of time. In Eq. 1.1, ri are the position vectors of

the particles with masses mi, and Fi is the force which depends on the

positions of all N particles in the system. The force Fi is the derivative of

the interaction potential V between the particles,

Fi = −
dV (r1 . . . rN)

dri
. (1.2)
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The nature of this interaction potential V or atomic forcefield is quan-

tummechanical and is utterly expensive to directly derive from first prin-

cipals. Due to their size, for most biomolecular systems a simplified

forcefield composed of a set of simple analytical functions has to be used.

This forcefield must be parametrised, either from quantum mechanical

calculations or by fitting to well known observables obtained from exper-

iments. In general, the description and accuracy of the forcefield is one

of the two major bottle necks in the predictive power of simulations. The

second bottle neck is the limited time scale that can be achieved (sam-

pling problem). In molecular dynamics the integration time step used

to iteratively solve equation 1.1 is limited by both the magnitude of the

forces between particles and their masses. For atomistic simulations this

leads to time steps in the order of only 1 fs. Another computational time-

consuming factor is the large number of degrees of freedom in the sys-

tem. Although in state- of-the-art molecular dynamics software such as

Gromacs, CPU time scales almost linearly with the amount of particles, at

present an atomistic system consisting of several thousand particles can

be simulated for about a nano-second per day on a desktop PC, which

already corresponds to 106 integration steps. Unfortunately, most bio-

logically relevant processes occur on much longer time scales and are

therefore inaccessible to standard MD.

1.3.2 Coarse graining

A robust method to increase the achievable simulation times is coarse

graining (CG). In the MARTINI coarse graining approach employed in

this thesis, a predefined group of atoms is modeled as a single bead. Al-

though atomic detail is lost in this way, the number of degrees of freedom

in the system is drastically reduced. Moreover, the interaction potentials

between CG beads are of softer nature and the mass of the particles is

larger, allowing to increase the time step up to 100 fs effectively.
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For a recent review of coarse graining methods we refer to the book of

Voth et al.22 The details of the MARTINI model are discussed in chapter

6.

1.4 Modeling of lipid liposomes

This thesis focuses on the effect of membrane curvature c.q. asymmetry

on the process of phase separation in lipid bilayers and liposomes. Be-

sides the fact that curvature itself has many interesting effects on phase

transitions/phase separations, studying lipid vesicles enables a more di-

rect and realistic comparison with experimental liposomes. Most MD

studies are nevertheless performed under so-called periodic boundary

conditions in which a small membrane patch (nanometer scale) repre-

sents part of the membrane of a macroscopic vesicle without significant

curvature. The periodic repeat length, however, limits the length scale of

the system. Previous studies showed the dependence of phase transitions

on periodic length scales, whichmakes it difficult to compare results from

simulations directly with experiments.13 Vesicular systems can bridge the

gap between the simulations and experiments as they allow for a direct

comparison.

1.5 Outline

In this thesis we pioneer the use of vesicular systems to study lipid phase

transition.

Chapter 2: Spherical mean field boundaries

Due to computational costs the largest vesicles that have been simu-

lated are in the order of 20 nm,23 which is similar to the lower size limit

of experimentally formed vesicles (by sonication techniques).24 To obtain

larger and therefore more relevant vesicles one would need to overcome
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the computational barrier involved with the larger length scale. Most of

the computational time of a vesicular system is spent on simulating the

surrounding water. Thus, there is a need to reduce the water in the sys-

tem as much as possible without losing the bulk properties at the mem-

brane interface.

In this chapter a method is presented to enhance the efficiency of sim-

ulations of lipid vesicles. The method increases computational speed by

eliminating water molecules that either surround the vesicle or reside in

the interior of the vesicle, without altering the properties of the water at

the membrane interface. Specifically MFFA (Mean Field Force Approx-

imation) boundary potentials are used to replace both the internal and

external excess bulk solvent. In addition to reducing the cost of simu-

lating preformed vesicles the molding effect of the boundary potentials

also enhances the formation and equilibration of vesicles from random

solutions of lipid in water. Vesicles in the range of 20 to 60 nm diameter

were obtained on a nanosecond times scale, without any noticeable effect

of the boundary potentials on their structure.

Chapter 3: Structural properties of pure and binary mixed small li-

posomes

The molecular packing details of lipids in planar bilayers are well

characterized. In the regime of high curvature, however, little data is

available. In this chapter, we study the effect of temperature and mem-

brane composition on the structural properties of a liposomal membrane

in the limit of high curvature (liposomal diameter of 15-20 nm), using

coarse grained molecular dynamics simulations. Both pure dipalmitoyl-

phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) liposomes and binary mixtures of DPPC

and an inverted cone shape lipids like either dipalmitoyl-phosphatidyleth-

anolamine (DPPE) or poly-unsaturated dilinoleyl-phosphatidylcholine
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(DLiPC) lipids are modeled. The equilibrated liposomes show some re-

markable properties. We find that the curvature induces membrane thin-

ning and reduces the thermal expansivity of the membrane. In the binary

systems there is a clear tendency toward partial transversal demixing of

the two components, with especially DPPE enriched in the inner mono-

layer. However, our results for DLiPC show that another effect comes

into play that is almost equally strong and provides a counter-acting driv-

ing force toward the outer, rather than the inner monolayer. This effect is

the ability of the poly-unsaturated tails of DLiPC to backfold, which is ad-

vantageous in the outer monolayer. We speculate that poly-unsaturated

lipids in biological membranes may play an important role in stabilizing

both positive and negative regions of curvature.

Chapter 4: Formation of the gel phase in small pureDPPC liposomes

Lipids in the gel phase form highly ordered and close packed struc-

tures. At the limit of high membrane curvature, as in small lipid lipo-

somes, the two monolayer leaflets are asymmetric, possessing either con-

cave or convex curvature. The occurrence of gel domains in the strongly

curved bilayer seems therefore almost paradoxical and would require

large structural reorganizations. At present very little is known about

the kinetic barriers which a small liposome will face during the liquid-

gel phase transition and how the structural organization of lipids would

occur at a molecular level. In this chapter, we focus on the kinetic and

structural aspects of gel domain formation in small pure DPPC vesicles

using molecular dynamic simulations. We observed that cooling of vesi-

cles below the phase transition temperature does not result in gel forma-

tion within accessible simulation timescales, which we contribute to the

presence of an area constraint. This area constraint is due to the strongly

reduced membrane permeability at lower temperatures. To selectively

study the effect of such area constraint on the liquid-gel phase transi-
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tion, we also performed simulations of non-curved bilayers at a con-

stant area per lipid. To circumvent the effective area constraint of the

liposomes, we introduced artificial pores in the membrane. These hy-

drophilic pores did indeed result in the formation of gel domains in the

liposome when cooled below phase transition. We identified several dis-

tinguishable stages which occur during the fluid-gel phase transition in

the liposome and which finally result in strongly deformed frozen lipo-

somes. We have been able to shed some light on the hierarchies of kinetic

barriers and the structural reorganization which a small liposome needs

to face when undergoing the liquid-gel phase transition.

Chapter 5: Characterisation of raft domains

In this chapter, we apply a novel simulationmodel to assess themolec-

ular nature of so-called raft domains at the nanoscale, information that

has thus far eluded experimental determination. We were able to show

the spontaneous separation of a saturated phosphatidylcholine (PC)/un-

saturated PC/cholesterol mixture into a liquid-ordered and a liquid-disor-

dered phase with structural and dynamic properties closely matching ex-

perimental data. The near-atomic resolution of the simulations reveals

remarkable features of both domains, and of the boundary domain in-

terface. Furthermore, we predict the existence of a small surface tension

between the monolayer leaflets which drives registration of the domains.

At the level of molecular detail, raft-like lipid mixtures show a surprising

face with possible implications for many cell membrane processes.




